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ABSTRACT

Because of a potential reduction of necessary experimental efforts, the combination of measurements and
supplementing calculations, also in the field of radiation dosimetry, may allow time and money to be saved if-
computational methods are used which are well suited to reproduce experimental data in a satisfactory quality. The
dramatic increase in computing power in recent years now permits the use of computational tools for dosimetry also in
routine applications. Many institutions dealing with radiation protection, however, have small groups which, in
addition to their routine work, often cannot afford to specialise in the field of computational dosimetry. This means that
not only experts but increasingly also casual users employ complicated computational tools such as general-purpose
transport codes.

This massive use of computer programmes in radiation protection and dosimetry applications motivated the
Concerted Action "Investigation and Quality Assurance of Numerical Methods in Radiation Protection Dosimetry" of
the 4th framework programme of the European Commission to prepare, distribute and evaluate a questionnaire on the
use of such codes.

A significant number of scientists from nearly all the countries of the European Community (and some
countries outside Europe) contributed to the questionnaire, that allowed to obtain a satisfactory overview of the state of
the art in this field.

The results obtained from the questionnaire and summarised in the present Report are felt to be indicative of
the situation of using sophisticated computer codes within the European Community although the group of participating
scientist may not be a representative sample in a strict statistical sense.

Keywords: Radiation Protection, Dosimetry, Computer Codes, Deterministic Methods, Monte Carlo Methods

RIASSUNTO

A causa della progressiva diminuzione dell'impegno sperimentale, la combinazione di misure e valutazioni numeriche
supplemental pud consentire, anche nel campo della dosimetria delle radiazioni, risparmi di tempo e risorse purche sia
garantito l'impiego di metodi di calcoli adatti a riprodurre i dati sperimentali in modo soddisfacente.
L'aumento vertiginoso della potenza di calcolo negli anni recenti ora permette Pimpiego di strumenti di calcolo per
dosimetria delle radiazioni ionizzanti anche in applicazioni di routine. Molte istituzioni che si occupano di
radioprotezione, tuttavia, hanno piccoli gruppi che, in aggiunta al loro lavoro di routine, spesso non sono in grado di
specializzarsi nel campo della dosimetria numerica. Questo significa che non solo esperti ma un sempre crescente
numero di utenti casuali impiegano mezzi di calcolo complessi come codici di trasporto di radiazione multiscopo.

Tale impiego massiccio di programmi di calcolo nel campo della radioprotezione e della dosimetria ha spinto
la Concerted Action "Investigation and Quality Assurance of Numerical Methods in Radiation Protection Dosimetry"
del 4th framework programme della Commissione Europea a preparare, distribuire e analizzare un questionario
sulFimpiego di questi codici.

Sono state raccolte risposte da un numero significativo di utenti da quasi tutti i paesi della Comunita Europea
(e da alcuni paesi extraeuropei) e cio ha consentito di ottenere un soddisfacente panorama sullo stato deH'arte in questo
campo.

I risultati ottenuti dal questionario e presentati nel presente Rapporto si possono considerare indicativi della
situazione di impiego di sofisticati codici di calcolo all'interno della Comunita Europea nonostante che il gruppo di
utenti che hanno aderito all'iniziativa non possa essere considerate un campione rappresentativo nel senso stretto della
statistica.

Parole Chiave: Radioprotezione, Dosimetria, Codici di Calcolo, Metodi Deterministici, Metodi Monte Carlo



1-Introduction

Because of a potential reduction of necessary experimental efforts, the combination of
measurements and supplementing calculations may allow time and money to be saved if
computational methods are used which are well suited to reproduce experimental data in a
satisfactory quality. The dramatic increase in computing power in recent years now permits the use
of computational tools for dosimetry also in routine applications. Many institutions dealing with
radiation protection, however, have small groups which, in addition to their routine work, often
cannot afford to specialise in the field of computational dosimetry. This means that not only
experts but increasingly also casual users employ complicated computational tools such as general-
purpose transport codes.

However, the reliability of the results obtained with such program packages, does not
depend only on their quality but also on their proper use and the supplied input data. Because of the
capacity of present-day code systems to solve an almost infinite number of different problems and
because of their more or less complicated structure, the widespread use of the codes by casual users
may lead to an uncritical application as "black boxes". Such an uncritical use might result in errors
which are possibly not detected.

In view of this situation, the main objective of the Concerted Action: "Investigation and
Quality Assurance of Numerical Methods in Radiation Protection Dosimetry" of the 4th framework
programme of the European Commission were (i) a compilation of a compendium on computer
code systems frequently used in radiation dosimetry [1], and (ii) to prepare, distribute and evaluate
a questionnaire on the use of such codes.

The aim of the questionnaire pursued was twofold. First, users of sophisticated code systems
should become aware of the problems connected with the use of codes and secondly the evaluation
should provide ideas on possible measures to improve the present situation.

Some members of the Concerted Action already served as members in a former EURADOS
working group on "Numerical Dosimetry". During their work they had the opportunity to acquire a
practical knowledge of the problems encountered by the users in this field, especially, on occasion
of a Training Courses on the Use of MCNP in Radiation Protection and Dosimetry organised in
Bologna at ENEA in May 1996. This course [2] was very successful. However, it strongly
demonstrated the need for training and, furthermore, motivated to formulate a questionnaire with
the scope for obtaining: (i) a realistic panorama of the use of computer programs in the field of
radiation protection and dosimetry; (ii) a means of assessing the way the calculated results are
handled, and (iii) a perspective on the types of problems treated.

The questionnaire was worked out and discussed by the Concerted Action Group and
distributed primarily in France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom through mailing lists of the
Radiation Protection Associations of those countries. Another useful target group were the
participants of a further Training Course on MCNP which was organised at Imperial College,
London, in September 1998 and was similar to that held in Bologna. Finally, many participants
were reached via the NEA Data Bank in Paris, which circulated the questionnaire through their
mailing list. In this connection, the Concerted Action is thankful to Dr. E. Sartori from NEA Data
Bank for his decisive support.

The results obtained from the questionnaire are felt to be indicative of the situation of using
sophisticated computer codes within the European Community although the group of participating
scientist may not be a representative sample in a strict statistical sense.

The distributed questionnaire is presented in the next section. The third section summarises the
answers obtained and presents the results graphically. Conclusions are drawn and presented in the
final section.



2- Questionnaire form presentation

The proposed questionnaire was as follows:

Questionnaire on the use of Computer Programs in Radiation Dosimetry

Name of participant:

Address of laboratory:

Telephone:

Fax:

Electronic mail:

Main Professional activities:

What programs are you using?

(i) Monte Carlo type programs (e.g. EGS4, ETRAN,MCNP etc):

(ii) Other transport codes (e.g. analytic, MIRD, treatment planning etc.):

(iii) Any other programs:

Even if the program is well known, please complete the following two pages for each of the
programs separately.



Page I for code number

Questionnaire on the use of Computer Programs in Radiation
Dosimetry

Name of participant:

Name of code
Code supplied by
(or home made):
If home made give references:

Short description of task(s) performed by you with this code:

Input data (e.g.. geometry, cross sections, stopping power, model parameters). Please
specify whether 'self made1 or standard (e.g.. NJOY, Sand)

Geometry:
Cross- sections:
Stopping power:
Model parameters:
Others:

Is the code 'user friendly', is it easy to enter or change data?



Page II for code number

Questionnaire on the use of Computer Programs in Radiation
Dosimetry

Name of participant:

How do you judge the reliability of your results?

a) Have you followed a protocol to
check the code?

b) Have you made comparisons with
experiments?

c) Have you made comparisons with
data taken from the literature?

d) Have you made comparisons with
results from other computer codes?

Please specify any problems in using the code:

Do you see any need for extension of the code?

Are you interested in an intercomparison study? Yes/No

If yes please give suggestions for such a study?



3- Questionnaire outcome presentation

The presentation of the results was based on the following criteria:

The replies are first of all presented by country (Figure 1). 139 scientists from 21 countries replied,
including three countries outside Europe (Japan, Mexico and United States of America). Each
participant filled a number of questionnaire-forms ranging from one to five, depending on the
number of computer codes employed. 67% of the replies were obtained from France, Germany,
Italy and the United Kingdom, countries in which the data were directly collected by members of
the Concerted Action (the editors of the present report). These four countries do, however, cover
60% of the NEA Data Bank Nominated Establishments, so the 67% representation in our sample
may be representative.

It should be noted that in figure 1, the replies from the "Training Course Attendance" have been
separated from those which originate from the "International Mailing List". These replies came
from the participants in the 2nd Training Course on the Use of MCNP in Radiation Protection and
Dosimetry (London, September 1998). This sub-group is hence, by definition, a relatively
inexperienced subset of users who will bias the sample towards the UK and MCNP use. They
constitute 27% of the total number of replies so this biasing ought to be relatively insignificant.

Two main categories of contributors to the questionnaire were identified (see Figure 2): (i) scientists
using computer codes in the research and development area (49%), and (ii) those using computer
codes for routine applications (51%). The total of replies in Figure 2 (175), larger than the number
of participants (139), is due to the multiple engagement of some of the contributors.
It is interesting to see that the application of codes is almost the same in both areas. If one looks at
the replies of the participants to the 2nd training course, it seems to be obvious that scientists
working in the research and development area are either more interested or are able to spend more
time in further education and training than those working in the area of routine application.

The main activities of the contributors to the questionnaire were roughly identified as follows
(Figure 3):

Medical Physics, Radiation Protection, Nuclear Industry, Others

Each of these main activities could be split in sub-areas characterising in more detail the main
application fields of computer codes. In the activity area Medical Physics (see Figure 4), 57% of
the contributors use computer codes in the field of metrology and dosimetry (including treatment
planning), 28% in the field of development of new techniques (BNCT, hadrontherapy etc.), and
about 15% to determine primary field quantities.

In the activity area Radiation Protection (see Figure 5), 53% of the contributors use
computer codes in the field of metrology and dosimetry, 29% to determine primary field quantities,
and about 18% for purposes of detector development.

It is not surprising that in the activity area Nuclear Industry (see Figure 6), 56% of the
contributors use computer codes in the safety area (shielding, criticality, etc.), 40% in the
development area (accelerators, fusion, ADS, etc.), and about 4% for other industrial applications.

As far as the types of radiation are concerned which were commonly treated by the contributors to
the questionnaire, almost exactly 2 (1.99) types of different radiations were given per reply. Here,
photons were the most treated radiation (see Figure 7). The numbers of users who treated neutrons
and electrons corresponded to 68% and 58% of those who treated photons respectively. This large
fraction of contributors using computer codes to treat electrons confirms the role of Medical Physics
(and the modern way of cancer treatment which is to the greater part based on the irradiation with



high-energy electrons or high-energy bremsstrahlung) as the most frequent field of application
(40%). At least 40% of the users who transport photons, however, are seen to ignore the transport of
the secondary electrons. This kind of assumption can be considered reasonable when secondary
charged particle equilibrium conditions are fulfilled, in which case the transport of only the primary
particles (e.g. photons or neutrons) provides correct results. Otherwise the improper adoption of the
so-called "kerma approximation" might also lead to completely wrong answers: it is up to the user
to evaluate in each case the correctness of the assumptions.

An important part of the questionnaire was devoted to asking the users which computer codes they
used. For a clear presentation, these were divided into three main categories :

Monte Carlo Codes (Figure 8)
Deterministic, treatment planning and modular codes (Figure 9)
Other Codes (Utility Programmes, Graphics, Burn-up, Interface etc.) (Figure 10)

Particular attention was devoted to the "home made" codes which were grouped together.

In the Monte Carlo Codes category, the following "home made" codes are included among the
others:

SPUK-2A, LEVIN, Dale's Brachytherapy, Shape, Moskit, DSA (the variance reduction Direct
Statistical Approach based on MCNP) and HADRON (widely used in the high energy field).

As far as the deterministic, treatment planning and modular codes are concerned the category "other
codes" contains the codes which were only mentioned once (e.g. Helax, Mercure, Event, Dansys,
Dot, Dss, Twotran, etc.)

The same criterion as above was used to group together codes mentioned only one time within the
Utility Programs, Graphics Codes, Interface Codes and Burn-up Codes.

An inspection of Figure 8 for the Monte Carlo codes indicates the dominance of MCNP, and
to a certain extent EGS-4 in this field. The inclusion of 37 replies from a training course of MCNP
inevitably biases this result, but the remaining 39 users of MCNP still make it the dominant code
according to this sample. Nevertheless, it can be assumed that in the area of electron and photon
transport EGS-4 is of comparable importance. It should be noted that the code MCBEND will be
substantially underrepresented in the sample, because it is not distributed through the NEA Data
Bank, and users of this code are unlikely to attend an MCNP training course. It is known to be
widely used so the 4 answers of users of MCBEND in this survey are not representative. The same
restrictions are probably valid in the case of the application of BEAM.

Of particular interest is the distribution of how many codes are used per user (Figure 11). A large
percentage of the users (more than 35%) declared that they use only one code, whereas 19% used
more than three codes. The broadness of this spread appears to indicate that the survey has picked
up users who vary from experts in numerical dosimetry to casual users, given the assumption that
the greater the number of codes used, the greater the importance of numerical methods in the
person's job. In addition, it shows that even in the area of routine application of computer codes
(47%, see Figure 2) more than one code are frequently used to solve every-day problems.

The last set of eight questions were devoted to investigating (i) the way how the users of computer
codes see the code handling (is it user friendly?), (ii) how they check the calculated results, and (iii)
whether they are satisfied with the capacity of their codes.
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As far as the code handling is concerned (see Figure 12), it is somewhat surprising to learn
that, in spite of increasingly user-friendly user interfaces of the most widespread computer codes,
only 53% of the code users considered their code to be user-friendly. The reason for this answer is
probably the fact that the most frequently used codes are general-purpose codes which naturally
need a good knowledge of the code capacity, a detailed definition of the problem to be solved, and a
careful choice of input parameters. Besides the previous consideration, it has to be pointed out that a
very significant fraction of beginners, supplying a negative reply is included in the sample.

With respect to the confidence the users have with their codes, it must be stated that a rather
high fraction of users trust their calculated results blindly: About 65% made comparisons with
experiments (Figure 13), less than 60% made comparisons with data taken from literature (Figure
14) or with other computer codes (Figure 15). About 60% of the people replying to the
questionnaire were, however, interested in an intercomparison study (Figure 17) that could be
proposed by a future Concerted Action within the 5th Framework Programme of the European
Commission.

About 50% of the contributors to the questionnaire see the need of extension of the available
computer codes to face the solution of a variety of problems (Figure 16).

Finally in Table 1 a summary about the reliability of the results of the participants is presented. The
data were obtained from a sub-set of 88 participants for a total of 145 replies (as previously
explained most of the participants used more than one code).

Tab. 1 Correlations of the answer to the sub-questions B, C and D of the question*:
How do you judge the reliability of your results?

experiments ?

(Question B)

data taken from the

literature ?

(Question C)

results from
other computer codes ?

(Question D)

* Sub-question A is not included, as inconsistencies in the answers led to the conclusion that
this question was formulated in a way that could imply misinterpretations.

NO to Question B:

33

AND NO to D:

14

NO to Question C:

46

NO to B AND NO to C:

13

NO to Question D:

41

NO to C AND NO to D:

17

AND NO to B:

14

NO to B AND NO to C AND NO to D
6

TT TT TT TT IT TT TT Very bad u p is less bad
jj. JJ. JJ. JJ. JJ. JJ. JJ. Very good d o w n is less good

YES to B AND YES to C AND YES to D

63

AND YES to D:
85

YES to B AND YES to C:
79

YES to Question B:

112

YES to C AND YES to D:
75

YES to Question C:

99

AND YES to B:
85

YES to Question D:

104

11



The examination of the previous table can provide some useful elements for the discussion.
The need to compare results obtained from calculations with results found in experiments, literature
or by using other codes depends on the complexity of the calculation. Monte Carlo calculations are
based on computational models which in general must use some approximations and do rely on
assumptions. Approximations are made for instance as any feature taken account of in the model
enhances the needed computing time: to "see" small effects affords either complex variance
reduction schemes or simply more computing time. Assumption often made are that the materials,
e.g. polyethylene or CR-39 foils, are homogeneous.
Therefore even if a well established code is used skilfully there is no excuse for not making
comparisons in order to validate the underlying computational model. In this respect about 4% of
the participants, i.e. 6 out of 145, produced useless results!
The comparison with the results obtained with other codes using the same model and the same data
checks if the algorithms in either code yield the same result. Therefore nothing is learnt about the
appropriateness of the computational model and the input data. A special situation is seen in the use
of high energy transport codes. Here, the codes differ unavoidably in the interaction data used as
these are provided by internal generators.
Comparing with values found in reviewed literature is usually limited in scope unless different
approaches have been used. If, however, the computational model differ then the comparison is
difficult, as apples are compared with pears. Nevertheless, a comparison with literature is useful as
it allows to scrutinise the computational model and the selection of input data, such as cross
sections, stopping powers, W-values, kerma factors or others.
Undoubtedly, however, the most important comparison is that with experiments. The fact, that
about 20% did not make any comparison with experiments is alarming.

Conclusions

This investigation was useful for assessing the state of the art in Europe, in the usage of computer
codes in Radiation Protection and Dosimetry. The scientists replying to the questionnaire are
involved in the medical field, in the radiological protection field and in the nuclear power industry.
Many of them belong to the research and development area (about 50%) and the other 50% to the
application area. By and large, the participation is seen as fairly representative for the European
Community.

The replies demonstrate the widespread use of computer codes for an extremely wide range of
problems. At the same time they confirm the situation pictured in the introduction. The majority of
scientists are not developing their own codes for their specific applications, but in general rely on
the use of standard multi-purpose computer codes. In many cases, this is due to the high
complexity of the problems to be solved, which require substantial manpower commitment and
code development expertise. Such an effort is not possible in many laboratories and especially in
hospitals where often a single person is charged with the computational task.

Many novice users replied to the questionnaire, confirming the need for further training in Europe
on the most widely used codes such as MCNP and the dissemination of information on available
computer codes. The analysis of the questionnaire confirmed that a large number of casual users
treat the employed codes as black boxes. It is noteworthy that 60% showed interest in
intercomparison studies and 50% in extensions of the codes.

It is seen as somewhat perturbing that only 40% did an optimum to validate their results by
comparing with experiments and literature and by using more than one code, as may by inferred
from table 1. Furthermore, about 20% did not check their computational results with experiments.
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This is even more perturbing, as the use of different codes or comparing with literature can not
really replace the direct comparison with experiments.

The previous considerations remark the need of an expert use of the codes: a deep analysis of the
physical aspects of the problem to be solved is of crucial importance. This knowledge should allow
to evaluate the approximations that can be accepted in the modelling of the problem. To make an
example, as already mentioned at least 40% of the users who declared to transport photons,
however, are seen to ignore the transport of the secondary electrons. The "problem dependent"
validity of this kind of approximation, that can be accepted in many situations, should be always
discussed and motivated.

In general the questionnaire demonstrated that some serious action should be undertaken to improve
the reliability in the usage of radiation transport computer programmes. A first step could be to
provide Benchmark problems for an intercomparison study as suggested by 60% of the participants.

To conclude, the Questionnaire confirmed the need for a European initiative in the field of quality
assurance in the use of computer programs in Radiation Protection and Dosimetry, proposing
Training Modules, benchmark studies and a useful forum for discussion in this area.
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Fig. 1: Replies by Country
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Fig. 3: Subdivision among the main activities
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Fig. 4: Medical Physics
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Fig. 5: Radiation Protection
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Fig. 6: Nuclear Industry
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Fig. 7: Treated Radiations
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Fig: 8 Monte Carlo Code usage
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Fig:9 Deterministic,tretment planning and modular codes
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Fig: 10 Other Codes (e.g. Utility Programs, Graphics,
Interface, Burn-up etc.)
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Fig. 11: Number of codes employed per user
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Fig. 12: Is the code USER FRIENDLY ?
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Fig. 16: Do you see any need for
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Fig. 17: Are you interested in an
intercomparison study ?
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